
With an intense set of planets in a deeply emotional zone, it would be no surprise 
if you felt a tad exhausted. And yet, you could feel a sense of relief at letting some-

thing go that really needed to leave your life. While you may have fought against this, you now 
might appreciate the wisdom of this release and the healing that can happen as a result. As the sun 
links with taskmaster Saturn and radical Pluto on Monday, the awareness that everything is hap-
pening for a reason can give you strength and courage. Charming Venus enters your sector of goals 
and career on Monday, though, and her presence here can help smooth the way when negotiating 
or doing deals. If you feel motivated to connect socially with certain people, this could be a good 
move. 

Last week’s intense energies may continue to linger. However, by the weekend you 
could feel a little lighter and easier within. The sun’s link to cautious Saturn and transformative Pluto 
on Monday can bring a sense of closure to a relationship issue that has been going on for a while. 
Although there may be details to finalize and further discussions in the pipeline, there may also be a 
sense of freedom and release. This doesn’t mean that a key bond is going to end, but rather that an 
issue may be on the verge of being resolved, and this could take things to a new level. Luscious Venus 
moves into your travel sector, though, so you may feel a yearning to get away from it all. If so, a trip 
could do you a world of good. 
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This week might be easier than last week, but you’re not quite out of the woods 

yet. There is still a lingering intensity, and this can relate to a key issue you’re dealing with. The 
sun aligns with sobering Saturn and volcanic Pluto on Monday, and this can bring a greater un-
derstanding of the core issues and what you need to do to create the changes you desire. But there 
is a spiritual component, too, as lovely Venus enters Pisces, and this can encourage you to turn the 
matter over to a higher power. If it really is too complex for you to handle, hand it over to the force 
of life, and you may find that help does come in the perfect way at the right time. From midweek, 
the influence of restless Uranus comes into play, and this could see you craving experiences that 
take you out of your comfort zone.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

 
To create the future you want, you might need to let go of whatever is stopping 

you from getting there. Last week, you may have become aware of what this is, and this week the 
conjunction of the sun with prudent Saturn and intense Pluto could inspire you further. If you need 
help from a teacher or life coach, do get it, because it could make a world of difference. 
With luscious Venus, your guide planet, moving into Pisces and your social zone on Monday, you 
might be ready to confide in friends and accept their support. Lively Mercury moves into your 
sector of career and ambition on Thursday. Its convivial presence here could see you reaching out 
to others for help and advice. But this is also a good time to network with those who share your 
goals or are on the same professional wavelength.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)  

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

 
Positive Jupiter is now in your lifestyle sector until late next year, and its presence 

here can add extra buoyancy and confidence. This is just as well, because last week’s intense en-
ergies may have left you wondering what your next steps should be.Solar ties at the start of the 
week could see you assessing your priorities and creating a plan. Be sure to delegate, too, because 
this can help you avoid feeling overwhelmed when the pressure is on. At the same time, luscious 
Venus moves into Pisces and a more emotional zone, which could enhance the romance in a key 
relationship. This can be a call to greater intimacy, and you could grow closer over the coming 
weeks. Your social life sparkles with promise, too, as upbeat Mercury moves into Aquarius on Thurs-
day, encouraging you to get involved in activities that are a little bit different. 

Leo (July 23-August 22) 

 
Are you ready to express your creativity? After last week’s focused and intense 

aspects, your perspective on self-expression and creativity may have shifted a little. This week, 
the sun conjoins sobering Saturn and transformative Pluto early on, encouraging you to find the 
silver lining to any issues you may have encountered. Whatever disappointments you’ve had, some-
thing can come out of this that benefits you greatly. Do you need to talk things over? As sweet 
Venus moves into your sector of relating on Monday, her presence here can encourage you to share 
how you feel with loved ones and friends. If you’re usually reserved, this can help unburden you 
and leave you feeling lighter and brighter. Plus, your social life can sparkle with additional 
promise.Thoughtful Mercury, your ruler, moves into your lifestyle sector on Thursday, encouraging 
you to get organized. This is one of the better times to look to your routines and jettison any that 
no longer work for you.

Virgo (August 23-September 22) 

 
Last week’s intense focus on your domestic sector could linger into this week, but 

you may feel generally lighter by the weekend. With the sun merging with prudent Saturn and 
potent Pluto on Monday, an opportunity could arise to resolve a family or domestic difficulty for 
good. If last week encouraged you to seek change, this week could see you putting this desire into 
action. And, step by step, you will begin to see a positive shift. Your ruler Venus moves into your 
lifestyle zone on Monday, and this can be an opportunity for some well-deserved pampering and 
soothing treatments. If you need a massage or you’re eager to enjoy a spa day, go for it. Convivial 
Mercury’s move into your leisure zone on Thursday could see you connecting with others who 
share your interests. If you enjoy cultural activities, this is a great time to go to exhibitions, concerts, 
and other similar events.

Libra (September 23-October 22) 

 
Your mind holds the secret to success, and where you place your attention can 

be the key to moving up the ladder or taking a step back. Last week, the intense focus on your 
sector of talk and thought may have made you aware of the need to change your mindset. 
The sun links to taskmaster Saturn and underworld Pluto on Monday, and you may now under-
stand why this is so valuable. Even a small shift in attitude can bring positive results in your ex-
perience. Once you get a taste of how this works, you can then master your destiny. Could romance 
be in the air? With delectable Venus moving into your romance sector on Monday, this dreamy 
influence could see you eager to break the ice. This sensitive energy can make it easier to connect 
with others because you can tune in to their moods and feelings and get a sense of what moti-
vates them. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) 

 
Positive Jupiter, your guide planet, is presently in your money zone and will be 

until late next year, so you have good fortune on your side. Still, it might not have seemed like 
this last week if intense energies coincided with a deep realization that something needs to shift. 
This may have been going on for some while, but now is the time for action rather than reflection. 
Still, with lovely Venus moving into your home zone on Monday, her presence here could encourage 
you to nurture yourself and enjoy a little pampering. If you feel like beautifying your surroundings 
in a creative way, this is very much the time to do so. Chatty Mercury moves into your sector of 
communication on Thursday, and this can be a call to network and generally connect with those 
who may be of help to you.  

 
If you were under intense pressure last week, this can now begin to ease. Still, 

with the sun linking to practical Saturn, your ruler, and explosive Pluto, reflecting on recent expe-
riences can yield some valuable insights. If you have lost something or had to give up something, 
you might begin to appreciate why this happened. It may not make it much easier, but it could 
help you understand it. Lovely Venus moves into your sector of communication on Monday, so this 
is the ideal time to talk things over. You might be surprised by how supportive others are and the 
advice they give you. And even if this has left you feeling a little vulnerable, you’ll soon be back 
on track with your sense of purpose renewed. Go easy with spending from Thursday, though, be-
cause inquisitive Mercury in your money zone could see you ready to splurge, especially if you spot 
a bargain on sale.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

 
What are friends for? This is something you might have considered in depth last 

week when a powerful blend of energies may have brought change to your social life. If you decided 
to distance yourself from certain toxic relationships, that was a wise move. This week, you may 
begin to feel the benefits of your actions and realize that this is something you should have done 
long ago. Still, as delectable Venus enters your sign on Monday, it can encourage a more compas-
sionate stance. Don’t think of calling these people up and inviting them back, though, because 
chances are, you’d find yourself back at square one. Create firm boundaries and keep them in place. 
 

 Pisces (February 19-March 20)

 
You may appear calm and collected on the outside, but feelings could be bubbling 
away on the inside. Last week’s intense focus may have seen you questioning 

events in your life and the reasons for them. This week, with the sun merging with careful Saturn 
and power-broker Pluto, you may gain an even greater understanding of why they occurred. It 
could be that they shaped your character and nature in certain ways, and your destiny, too. Don’t 
feel bad about treating yourself, because you deserve it. Lovely Venus moves into your money zone 
on Monday, so it’s time to invest in you, especially if recent events have left you drained. Get a 
massage, enjoy a spa day, or get away for a short break, because any one of these could do you a 
world of good.  

Aquarius (January 20- February 18) 
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